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Abstract
The connection between atmospheric blocking over the North Atlantic and the diabatic influence of the Gulf Stream is
investigated using potential vorticity andmoist potential vorticity diagnostics in theERA5 reanalysis data set duringwintertime
(1979 - 2020). In line with previous research, the reliance atmospheric blocking has on turbulent heat fluxes over the Gulf
Stream and its extension, for induction and maintenance, is shown to be significant. The air-sea heat flux generates negative
potential vorticity air masses in the atmospheric boundary layer. These air masses subsequently contribute to the block’s
negative potential vorticity anomaly at upper levels through ascending motion in the warm conveyor belt. It is shown that
the block’s size and frequency partially depends on oceanic preconditioning via anomalous oceanic heat transport and heat
content, prior to the blocking event, both of which allow for stronger turbulent heat fluxes. It is further hypothesized that
the block feeds back positively on itself through the advection of cold dry air over the Gulf Stream, sustaining this air-sea
interaction. This in turn decreases ocean heat content, eventually halting this air-sea interaction and severing the atmospheric
block from its maintenance pathway.

Keywords Atmospheric blocking · Air-sea interaction · Jet stream · Gulf stream

1 Introduction

As described by Woollings et al. (2018), atmospheric block-
ing refers to a persistent, quasi-stationary weather system in
mid to high latitudes that disrupts the usual westerly flow.
These blocks can be responsible for localised extreme high
temperatures in the summer and non-local extreme cold tem-
peratures in the winter, as demonstrated, for example, by
Pfahl and Wernli (2012). Attempts to project oceanic influ-
ence on such large-scale atmospheric dynamics date back to
Bjerknes (1964). He conjectured that the atmosphere drives
the majority of short-term inter-annual sea surface temper-
ature (SST) variability, while the ocean is responsible for
longer-termvariability.More recently, Häkkinen et al. (2011)
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demonstrated that decadesmarked by a heightened frequency
of atmospheric blocks align with warmer subpolar oceans
and weaker ocean gyres as a result of wind-driven forcing.
This aligns with reduced heat removal within the subpolar
gyre, subsequently contributing to warmer waters, as well as
an increased turbulent heat flux (THF) from the Gulf Stream
extension to the atmosphere. These observations collectively
indicate the influence of atmospheric forcing on the ocean.
In terms of the atmospheric response to changes in SSTs,
O’Reilly andCzaja (2015) for theNorth Pacific, andO’Reilly
et al. (2016) for the North Atlantic, showed that the state of
SST fronts affects the frequency of atmospheric blocks on
annual and sub-seasonal timescales, respectively. Further-
more, Famooss Paolini et al. (2022) suggested that the effects
of the SST front on these blocks can only be observed with
increased model resolution.

In order to accurately establish a connection between
oceanic conditions and atmospheric blocks, it is crucial to
utilize comparable parameters. Potential vorticity (PV) is
a scalar quantity conserved by the flow in the absence of
heating or friction. As defined by Schwierz et al. (2004), an
atmospheric block is a negative PV anomaly in the upper
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troposphere that surpasses a certain amplitude, size, overlap,
and stationarity threshold. Therefore, a direct comparison
can be drawn between the generation of PV anomalies
through diabatic air-sea interactions and atmospheric block-
ing indices. Furthermore, the PV impermeability theorem
from Haynes and McIntyre (1990) asserts that PV substance
remains constant across isentropic surfaces unless it encoun-
ters a boundary, such as the air-sea interface. In this context,
PV can be introduced into the system, thereby influencing the
fluid dynamics. By analyzing diabatic processes within the
atmospheric boundary layer, Vannière et al. (2016) demon-
strated that negative PV air masses are produced in the cold
sector of a cyclone, primarily through large heat fluxes from
the ocean to the atmosphere. These heat fluxes diminish the
static stability within the boundary layer to such a magnitude
and consistency that convection cannot sufficiently act to sta-
bilize the temperature profile. Consequently, this results in a
persistent negative PV signature at low levels of the tropo-
sphere. This finding is reinforced by Attinger et al. (2019),
who extensively elucidated the role of individual diabatic
processes in extratropical cyclones.

The heat flux from the ocean to the atmosphere does not
only affect the PV of the atmosphere, but also the heat con-
tent of the ocean. Cayan (1992) noted that these heat fluxes
exhibit a negative correlation with the rate of SSTs. While
SST anomalies are primarily driven by stochastic atmo-
spheric forcing as shown by Frankignoul and Hasselmann
(1977), they are also altered by oceanic temperature advec-
tion, entrainment of the oceanic mixed layer andmixing (e.g.
Frankignoul, 1985 andmore recentlyBishop et al. 2017). The
strength of these air-sea interactions is primarily due to the
difference in air-sea temperatures and hence any buildup of
oceanic heat has an effect on the strength of these fluxes, as
observed for example by Kelly et al. (2010). The depth of the
mixed layer in the ocean also determines how much thermal
inertia these SST anomalies have. The deep mixed layer in
the winter (Kraus and Turner 1967) slows down temperature
change due to air-sea interactions (Cayan 1992) and acts as
a heat reservoir for the atmosphere.

The importance of diabatic processes for atmospheric
blocks is beginning to be understood. Pfahl et al. (2015)
showed that 30-45% of the air mass involved in atmospheric
blocks has undergone at least 2K of latent heating. Addition-
ally, as shownbyYamamoto et al. (2021), these blocks source
28%-55% of their moisture for diabatic heating from the
ocean, indicating that 11%-23% of blocking particles origi-
nate from oceanic pathways. This is corroborated by the case
study from Wenta et al. (2024), showing that 43% of moist
particles originate between the surface and 800hPa, 28%
of which interact with the Gulf Stream. Moreover, 88% of
the along-trajectory potential temperature variability of these

particles is explained by their accumulated THF (Yamamoto
et al. 2015). A portion of this heating occurs along the fast
warm ascending air stream in the cyclone known as the warm
conveyor belt (WCB). After the particle’s ascent, the diabati-
cally modified air mass is deposited in the upper troposphere
on the western flank of the block, advecting negative PV
anomalies against the eastward background flow (Steinfeld
and Pfahl 2019). A previous study by Steinfeld et al. (2020)
showed that restraining the latent heating along the WCB
resulted in some blocks experiencing a reduction of size,
amplitude and duration, while others did not develop at all.
Clearly the next step in understanding this diabatic contri-
bution to atmospheric blocking is to extend our gaze to the
ocean, as both a source of negative PV air masses, and thus
a source of negative PV anomalies, via surface sensible heat
flux (SSHF), and a source of moisture for WCB ascent via
surface latent heat flux (SLHF).

In this study we bring the discussion further. We demon-
strate, employing the novel perspective provided by a moist
PV framework, that the diabatic influence on wintertime
North Atlantic blocks is not only a result of stronger air-
sea interactions over the Gulf Stream and its extension, but
also that oceanic preconditioning through heat advection and
heat content anomalies affects both the block’s size and fre-
quency in the North Atlantic basin. This paper is structured
as follows. In Section 2 we describe the data and methods.
Analysis is done in Section 3. Details of the method and
orders of magnitude are discussed in Section 4, followed by
our conclusions in Section 5.

2 Method

The results presented in this paper are derived from ERA5
data spanning from 1979 to 2020 (ERA5, Hersbach et al.,
2020). Heat transport data from the RAPID array is uti-
lized for the period between 2004 and 2018, as calculated
by McCarthy et al. (2015). Additionally, the top 300 meters
of heat content data is obtained from Argo measurements
covering the same period from 2004 to 2018 (Wong et al.
2020).

The blocking mask was computed using the method
described by Schwierz et al. (2004) with ERA5 data. To pro-
cess the data for this algorithm, the PV field was averaged
within the 150hPa to 500hPa range. Then, a 31-day running
mean climatology was subtracted to isolate PV anomalies
in the upper troposphere. Anomalies less than -1.3PVU,
exhibiting at least a 70% spatial overlap between timesteps,
and persisting for a minimum of 5 days were identified as
blocks.
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Moist PVwas calculated by substituting equivalent poten-
tial temperature for potential temperature in Ertel’s PV
equation (Gill 1982), as shown below:

Qe = �ζ · �∇θe

ρ
, (1)

where Qe is the moist PV, ζ is the vorticity vector, ρ is the
density and θe is the equivalent potential temperature. The
calculation of equivalent potential temperature follows the
method outlined by Bolton (1980).

For composite analysis, we utilized the moving block
bootstrap technique as introduced by Wilks (1997) to pre-
serve both temporal and spatial correlations within the fields.
We employed five hundred bootstrap samples. The size of the
resample block was based on the length of time required for
the observed field to decorrelate. For example, when cal-
culating a blocking frequency composite, the blocking field
was resampled in blocks of 12 days. This duration was cho-
sen as it was approximately the time needed for any random
point in the blocking field to become decorrelated with itself.
Subsequently, the composite calculation was performed on
each bootstrap sample, resulting in a distribution of randomly
generated composites. From this distribution, the false dis-
covery rate could be extracted, providing the 95% confidence
interval (Wilks 2016).

Significance values for cross-correlation analysis are
determined as follows. Two time series, each the same length
as the observed time series, were generated using a first-
order autoregressive model with the same autocorrelation
characteristics as the observed time series. Then a cross-
correlation was performed between these two synthetic time
series. This process was repeated 500 times, generating a

distribution of the cross-correlation coefficients. The signif-
icance interval was then determined from this distribution.

The time series employed in this study, as detailed in
Table 1, were deseasonalised. This process involved calcu-
lating the average value for each specific time step within
a year (e.g., January 1st, 0600hrs), applying a 30 day run-
ning average to that seasonal cycle and then subtracting it
from the respective time series to eliminate seasonal varia-
tions. This was done to eliminate correlations arising from
seasonal variability in these variables. Additionally, linear
detrending was applied to all time series to limit the the influ-
ence of long term signals such as multi-decadal variability
or anthropogenic forcing.

3 Results

3.1 Synoptic and climatological conditions

To motivate our analysis, we first describe the synoptic sit-
uation of a cyclonic event that occurred on January 18th

2020. Figure 1 shows the PV field (coloured field) for the
preconditioning (top panel), induction (middle panel) and
maintenance (bottom panel) processes of an atmospheric
block over the North Atlantic. The left panels display a cross
section of these events, with the position of the cross section
indicated by the dotted white line in the corresponding right
panels. The right panels illustrate the lower troposphere aver-
age (900hPa - 975hPa) of this field. Focusing on the right
panels, the purple and black colors indicate regions of nega-
tive PV air mass, primarily located in the cold sector of the
cyclones and its wake as it moves over the North Atlantic.
Although this negative PV air-mass is unstable (Hoskins
1974), it pools in the wake of the cyclone, weakening with

Table 1 The collection of time series used in this analysis, with a description of which data set they belong to, their units, frequency, location and
how they were calculated

Name Data set Units Frequency Location Description

Heat flux ERA5 Wm−2 6 hourly Air-sea interface Mean THF within the 350Wm−2 DJF
climatology (orange contour Fig. 3).

PV ERA5 PVU 6 hourly 950hPa Mean PV within the 350Wm−2 DJF
climatology (orange contour contour
Fig. 3).

Block on ERA5 Binary 6 hourly 150-500hPa Block presence within the 7.5% DJF
climatology (green contour, Fig. 3)

Block area ERA5 m2 6 hourly 150-500hPa Total block area within the 7.5% DJF
climatology (green contour, Fig. 3)

Heat content ARGO J Monthly Top 300m of ocean Total ocean heat content within the
350Wm−2 DJF climatology (orange
contour Fig. 3).

Heat transport RAPID W 12 hourly Oceanic profile at 26N Heat transport through the Straits of
Florida
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Fig. 1 PV section (left) and PV
averaged between 900-975 hPa
(in PVU, 1 PVU = 10−6 Km2

s−1 kg−1) (right) for a blocking
event starting on January 18th ,
2020. In the left panels, the light
red, light blue, and dashed red
contours indicate the potential
temperature, equivalent
potential temperature, and
boundary layer height
respectively. In the right panels,
the white contour indicates the
blocking mask, the orange
contours show the 500 Wm−2,
1000 Wm−2, and 1500 Wm−2

turbulent heat flux, and the red
stippled contour shows upward
velocities at 500 hPa where
ω < −1 Pa s−1. The dashed
white line indicates where the
section is taken

its distance from the cold sector. As the cyclone moves over
the Gulf Stream, this negative PV region in the cold sector
corresponds to areas of extreme THF as shown by the orange
contour. The preference this heat flux has to warmer waters
is clearly seen in Fig. 1, in which the THF contour roughly
coincides with the Gulf Stream surface warm core. Note that
negative PV is also present ahead of the cyclone and to the
southeast of the cyclone’s cold front. This negative PV signal
was seen in the cold sector of a previous cyclone (not shown),
which can now be observed decaying southwest of the Irish
coast.

The middle panel in Fig. 1 depicts the induction of a
block with the white contour indicating the blocking mask.
This corresponds to the outflow of the WCB as illustrated by
the red stippled contours which depict upward velocities at
500hPa where ω < −1Pas−1. Moreover, there is northward
advection of upper tropospheric anticyclonic air contributing
to the generation of this negative PV anomaly (not shown).
This is a typical situation for many block’s genesis over the
North Atlantic, and is in agreement with Steinfeld and Pfahl
(2019).

Focusing on the left panels, the presence of negative PVair
masses is primarily within the atmospheric boundary layer,

as denoted by the dashed red line, but also present in thin
filaments extending from the boundary layer to the upper
troposphere. These filaments are co-located with the ω con-
tours in the right panels, and hence are transported upwards
at 500hPa. This observation suggests an injection of negative
PV air masses from the boundary layer into the upper tropo-
sphere which contributes to the negative PV anomaly of this
atmospheric block.

The bottom panel depicts a typical maintenance process in
which a subsequent cyclone deposits a diabatically modified
air mass on the western flank of the block, thus advecting
negative PV anomalies westward (Steinfeld and Pfahl 2019)
and preventing this structurally unstable object from decay-
ing (Holmberg et al. 2023). This is seen in the detached white
contour which has just appeared at this time step and merges
with the larger contour in the next time step (not shown).

Focusing on diabatic effects, we analyse this event from
a moist PV framework, as shown in Fig. 2. As discussed in
Bennetts and Hoskins (1979), moist PV can only be changed
by diabatic effects other than latent heat release, and when
the angle between the moist and dry isentropes in the hor-
izontal plane is non-zero. For clarity, PV calculated using
dry isentropes will now be called “dry” PV. The right panels
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Fig. 2 As in Fig. 1 but now
showing moist PV

illustrate the ubiquitous presence of negative moist PV air
masses over the North Atlantic, with the sole exception being
along cyclonic fronts. Since moisture fluxes now influence
equivalent potential temperature, and consequentlymoist PV,
as demonstrated by Pauluis et al. (2010), we observe the
additional impact of SLHF on the boundary layer moist PV.
Therefore negative moist PV in the boundary layer has a
largermagnitudewhen compared to “dry” PV, on the order of
O(1PVU). Moreover, as indicated by the light blue contours
representing equivalent potential temperature, this air mass
undergoes minimal change in equivalent potential tempera-
ture during its ascent from the boundary layer to the upper
troposphere alongmoist isentropes, as observed byMartínez-
Alvarado et al. (2014). Therefore, moist PV experiences
minimal change due to heating along the WCB. Conversely,
when examining the light red contours indicating potential
temperature, we find, from a dry perspective, that the airmass
along these filaments must experience at least 20K of heating
in order to ascend from the boundary layer to the upper tro-
posphere, a value consistent with observations by Madonna
et al. (2014) inWCBs. It is worth noting that both the dry and
moist isentropes converge with increasing height due to the
scarcity of moisture at these pressure levels, which accounts

for the similarities observed between PV and moist PV in
Figs. 1 and 2 in the upper troposphere.

We now turn to the climatology. Figure 3 shows the DJF
(December, January, February) mean of both the THF and
the PV at 950hPa. Positive THF indicates heat flux from the
ocean to the atmosphere. This figure shows an increased THF
along the warm core of the Gulf Stream and its extension,
with the presence of low PV air masses above. The latter’s
presence extends to the continental shelf, into the Labrador
Sea and Irminger Basin. It notably aligns with the positive
THF pattern observed over the North Atlantic and demon-
strates a distinct sensitivity to the demarcation between the
continental shelf and the deep ocean.

Figure 4 presents the DJF mean of the negative PV fre-
quency throughout the troposphere. In the lower troposphere
(bottom panels), there is a pronounced spatial signature that
corresponds to the THF signature observed in Fig. 3. This
signature weakens with increasing height. In the middle tro-
posphere (middle panels), this signal diminishes, although it
still displays a stronger presence over the storm track, before
increasing again at 300hPa. The spatial pattern observed at
300hPa closely resembles the WCB climatology for DJF as
observed by Madonna et al. (2014), depicted in their Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3 DJF climatology of the THF and PV at 950hPa over the North Atlantic. The green and orange contours represent the 7.5% blocking frequency
and the 350Wm−2 THF climatology during DJF, respectively

The white contours in Fig. 4 represent the frequency of
negative moist PV. In contrast to the “dry” PV situation,
negative moist PV is widespread in the lower troposphere
and shows a gradual decrease towards the upper troposphere,
where it aligns with the negative PV signal. It is worth noting
that our moist PV diagnostic does not show this decrease in
the middle troposphere, unlike that of “dry” PV.We interpret
this results as reflecting the negligible effects of latent heat-

ing on moist isentropes (Pauluis et al. 2010) along the warm
conveyor belt.

Cross correlation analysis between the heat flux and PV
time series described in Section 2 (refer to Table 1), con-
firms the influence of oceanic heat fluxes on boundary layer
air (not shown). There is a minimum correlation of -0.54
between these two 6-hourly time series when the heat flux
time series leads by 6 hours. This strengthens to a minimum
of -0.74 when performing a one month running mean, hav-

Fig. 4 DJF climatology of the
negative PV frequency. The
white contours indicate the
frequency of negative moist PV.
The green and orange contours
represent the 7.5% blocking
frequency and the 350Wm−2

THF climatology during DJF,
respectively
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ing the strongest correlation with the heat flux time series
leading by 42 hours. Expanding the moving average window
leads to a reduced correlation between the two time series,
highlighting that this phenomenon operates on timescales
of approximately one month or less. This relationship is in
agreement with Vannière et al. (2016) who shows that nega-
tive PV airmasses are generated in the cold sector of cyclones
through the reduction of static stability in the atmospheric
boundary layer caused by strong upward air-sea heat fluxes.

We now examine the effects of blocking presence over
the North Atlantic on these boundary layer processes over
the Gulf Stream. Figure 5 displays a composite of the sur-
face pressure during instances of blocking within the 7.5%
DJF blocking frequency climatology contour (green con-
tour) compared to the absence of blocking in this same
contour. This composite reveals a high-pressure anomaly
centred south of Iceland and a low-pressure anomaly cen-
tred on the Azores, indicative of a negative North Atlantic
Oscillation (NAO) signal. A negative NAO is associated with
weaker westerlies and reduced circulation of warm, moist air
from the equator, leading to an increased occurrence of cold
air outbreaks across the Gulf Stream (Bjerknes 1964; Cayan
1992; Cellitti et al. 2006; Kolstad et al. 2009), as highlighted
by the white arrows denoting anomalous 10m wind. Con-
sequently, a significant increase in THF is observed over
the Gulf Stream when blocking is present over the North
Atlantic, which coincides with negative PV anomalies in
the atmospheric boundary layer over the same region (not
shown). Next, we’ll investigate how the ocean impacts atmo-
spheric blocking in the North Atlantic and explore the related
air-sea interactions, by extending our analysis to summertime
months before the winter blocking season.

Fig. 5 Surface pressure anomaly (in hPa, color) composite during
periods when a block is present inside the green 7.5% DJF blocking
frequency climatology contour minus blocking absence in this same
contour . The white arrows indicate the 10m wind anomalies, with the
black arrow showing the size of the 1m/s vector. The orange contour
represents the 350 Wm−2 THF climatology during DJF. The stippling
indicates 95% confidence

3.2 Oceanic preconditioning

The top panel in Fig. 6 shows the cross-correlation between
the seasonally averaged blocking area time series (refer to
Table 1) in DJF and the heat transport time series, depicted
in light blue, as well as the heat content time series, depicted
in dark orange. The DJF blocking area exhibits a maximum
correlation with heat transport through the Straits of Florida
five months prior (July, August, September). Since both the
heat transport and blocking area time series autocorrelations
decorrelate far faster than five months (one month and 12
days respectively), this is suggestive of oceanic heat trans-
port forcing the upper troposphere. Simultaneously, there is
a notable maximum negative correlation with the heat trans-
port, likely stemming from the wind stress associated with
North Atlantic blocking, as observed in Fig. 5, although due
to the lack of temporal division, causality is far more difficult
to infer. Notably, the strength of this correlation can exceed
0.6, depending on the period in which atmospheric blocking
is compared. Examining now the relationship between the
heat content and blocking area time series, we observe amax-
imumpositive correlationwhen the heat content leads by four
months, and a maximum negative correlation when it lags by
two months. The latter suggests that the block removes heat
from the oceanic mixed layer, a relationship similar to that
seen by Kelly et al. (2010) between oceanic heat content and
THF. The former is consistent with a five month lead seen
in the heat transport time series (light blue curve) and a one
month time timescale to build this heat anomaly.

The bottom panel in Fig. 6 shows a blocking frequency
composite in DJF, five months after increased heat transport
through the Straits of Florida. Both the blocking field and
heat transport time series are seasonally averaged. This figure
demonstrates an increase in atmospheric blocking within the
7.5% DJF blocking frequency climatology (green contour)
following increased heat transport in the preceding JAS, with
an increase of up to 6%. Additionally, a reduction is observed
at lower latitudes around the globe, accompanied by a non-
significant positive signal northwardof these areas suggestive
of northward shift for atmospheric blocks.

To investigate further the heat content change in the ocean,
the top panel in Fig. 7 presents a composite of the top 300m
ARGO heat content in SON (September, October, Novem-
ber) before a period of increased area blocked inside the green
contour. This period corresponds to the time of maximum
correlation between ocean heat content and blocking area
time series (refer to Table 1) in DJF, as depicted in the upper
panel of Fig. 6 (dark orange curve). The composite reveals
a statistically significant increase in heat content along the
Gulf Stream and its extension. Notably, this signal exhibits a
strong resemblance to the SST pattern observed by Rodwell
and Folland (2002)with the similar lead time toNAOanoma-
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Fig. 6 The top panel shows the
cross correlation between the
seasonally averaged blocking
area time series (refer to
Table 1) in DJF and the heat
transport (light blue), and the
heat content (dark orange) time
series. The 95% confidence
interval is shown with a
coloured fill. The bottom panel
shows the composite of the
blocking frequency in DJF, 5
months after increased heat
transport through the Florida
Current. The green and orange
contours represent the 7.5%
blocking frequency and the
350Wm−2 THF climatology
during DJF, respectively. The
light blue line shows the RAPID
N26 mooring. Dotted stippling
indicates 95% confidence

lies. Additionally, this spatial signal is seen when preforming
a composite of oceanic heat content in SON using the heat
transport time series in the subsequent JAS (not shown).

Conversely, the bottom panel in Fig. 7 displays the same
composite of heat content, but in FMA (February, March,
April). FMA aligns with the time of maximum negative cor-
relation between ocean heat content and blocking area time
series (refer to Table 1) in DJF, as shown in the upper panel
of Fig. 6 (dark orange curve). This composite exhibits a sta-
tistically significant decrease in heat content along the Gulf
Stream and its extension, along with a significant increase

throughout the subpolar gyre. This signal bears resemblance
to the well-known SST NAO tripole synonymous with atmo-
spheric forcing (Cayan 1992; Visbeck et al. 2003).

3.3 Mechanism

The above results outline the series of events that connects
atmospheric blocking to oceanic pathways, and details the
coupling between them. This mechanism happens in tandem
withdry andmoistmechanismsoutside of theboundary layer.
These results are summarised here in Fig. 8 and are now
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Fig. 7 A composite of the top 300mArgo heat content 4 months before
(top panel) and 2 months after (bottom panel) increased blocking area
inside the green contour representing the 7.5% blocking frequency cli-
matology during DJF. The orange contours represent the 350Wm−2

THF climatology during DJF. The light blue line shows the RAPID
N26 mooring. Dotted stippling indicates 95% confidence

linkedwith previously published research in order to describe
the mechanism fully.

A number of months prior to a period of increased atmo-
spheric blocking there is increased heat transport through the
Florida Straits into the Gulf Stream region. This anomalous
heat transport generates surplus heat in this region, which is
then entrained into the mixed layer in autumn as described
by Kraus and Turner (1967), resulting in a larger volume of
the ocean becoming available for air-sea interactions (Kelly

et al. 2010). This is illustrated in the schematic in Fig. 8 (label
A).

The surplus heat in the oceanic mixed layer then allows
for stronger THF events, as shown by Kelly (2004) and illus-
trated in Fig. 8 (label B). The positive THF seen in Fig. 1
primes the atmospheric boundary layer. Negative PV air
masses are generated via the SSHF in the cold sector of
the cyclone (Vannière et al. 2016; Attinger et al. 2019) and
pool in the wake of this cyclone. Furthermore, these negative
PV air masses becomes saturated with moisture due to the
intense SLHF in the cold sector. It is important to note that
while SLHF doesn’t directly affect the PV of the air mass, it
does impact the moist PV. As a result, a considerably greater
amount of negative moist PV is generated within the bound-
ary layer, as observed in Fig. 2.

Similar to the mechanism described by Papritz et al.
(2021), which explains the handover of a moist air mass from
one cyclone to another, the negative PV air masses that are
pooled in the cold sector of a cyclone are subsequently trans-
ported in the WCB of a succeeding cyclone and injected into
the upper troposphere, as shown byWenta et al. (2024). This
contributes to the development of a negative PV anomaly,
potentially initiating an atmospheric block, as observed in
the middle panel of Fig. 1 and illustrated in Fig. 8 (label C).

The moisture from these air masses is utilized for latent
heating along theWCB, allowing this airmass to ascend from
the boundary layer to the upper troposphere across dry isen-
tropic surfaces, as demonstrated by Madonna et al. (2014).
This heating along the WCB increases the “dry” PV below
the region of heating and decreases it above (Hoskins 1997).
However, from a moist framework, these air masses expe-
rience minimal change in equivalent potential temperature
as they travel along the WCB, as observed, for example,
by Martínez-Alvarado et al. (2014). Therefore, as shown in
Fig. 2, the inflow of moist PV is roughly equivalent to the

Fig. 8 A schematic
summarising the series of events
that lead to oceanic maintenance
of atmospheric blocking. The
bottom slab represents the
ocean, with blue and red colors
representing anomalously cold
and warm water respectively.
The red, orange and green
arrows show the warm water
transport, heat flux from the
ocean to the atmosphere and the
WCB respectively. The purple
blobs show anomalously low
PV. Low pressure systems are
illustrated with red and blue
fronts and grey isobars. The
markers A, B, and C are
described in the main text
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outflow along the WCB. Due to the lack of moisture in the
upper troposphere, moist PV is approximately equal to PV,
as seen between Figs. 1 and 2 and in Fig. 4, and therefore
the PV transported to the block is approximately equal to
the moist PV in the boundary layer. In a moist framework,
the SLHF serves to steepen moist isentropes, connecting the
boundary layer to the upper troposphere. This corroborates
with the findings of Sheldon et al. (2017), who suggested that
lower Gulf Stream SSTs led to reduced upward transport via
WCBs.

Now with the block formed over the North Atlantic, cold
dry air is continually advectedover theGulf Stream (Bjerknes
1964; Cayan 1992; Cellitti et al. 2006; Kolstad et al. 2009)
as seen in Fig. 5, initiating the positive feedback mechanism
that maintains the block. This cold dry air keeps the THF
anomalously high, which results in negative PV air masses
being repeatedly deposited into the upper troposphere, acting
against any decay process within this dynamically unsta-
ble object (Holmberg et al. 2023). However, this continuous
removal of heat from the ocean lowers the heat content, as
seen in Fig. 6 (top panel), Fig. 7 (bottom panel), resulting
ultimately in a reduced THF. The length of time for this pos-
itive feedback to diminish is determined by the amount of
surplus heat in the WBC and therefore, the duration of the
block is determined, in part, by the oceanic preconditioning.
Once the supply of negative or low PV air mass has been
cut off, the block begins to decay. This negative feedback
process is also seen in Cobb and Czaja (2019) in which the
reduction (extension) of the warm core of the Gulf Stream,
as a result of consecutive negative (positive) NAO periods,
resulted in less (more) negative PV air masses occurring in
the atmospheric boundary layer of this region. The timescale
of this negative feedback driven by air-sea interactions in our
study is about 3 months.

4 Discussion

4.1 Method

In the heat content composite analysis, we observed a strong
ENSO signal seen in the Pacific (not shown). As a result,
the ENSO 3.4 (Huang et al. 2017) signal was removed from
the oceanic heat content fields and the composite time series
using a linear regression in order to check whether this had
any influence on the composites. We found it did not and
we are thus confident that the heat content anomalies seen in
Fig. 7 are not related to ENSO variability.

4.2 Orders of magnitude

We now check that the qualitative arguments summarized in
Fig. 8 are quantitatively plausible by calculating orders of

magnitude for the associated steps. Starting with the oceanic
preconditioning, as illustrated in Fig. 8 label A, consider-
ing that the heat transport time series (refer to Table 1)
has a standard deviation of O(1014W) and the heat content
anomalies in Fig. 7 (middle panel) are O(108Jm−2) with an
area of O(1012m2) , this suggests that the timescales needed
to create these oceanic heat anomalies are on the order of
months. Analyzing the autocorrelation of the heat transport
time series shows this index decorrelating with itself after
one month, and hence these heat anomalies are consistent
with oceanic heat transport. This oceanic transport timescale
is also observed by Hirschi et al. (2019).

Considering the magnitude of the quantities above can
give further insight into the amount of negative moist PV
that air-sea interactions can generate, as illustrated in Fig. 8
labelB. The change in moist PV in the boundary layer,�Qe,
as a result of heat exchange from the ocean to the atmosphere
can be given by (see Appendix):

�Qe = − f

(
�tA
�tO

)
�HC

CA(ρBLhBL)2
, (2)

where �tA is the timescales an air particle interacts with
the WBC O(105s), �tO is the oceanic timescale O(106s)
as discussed above and seen in Fig. 6 (top panel), f is
the Coriolis parameter O(10−4s−1), ρBL is the density of
air in the atmospheric boundary layer O(1kgm−3), hBL is
the height of the atmospheric boundary layer O(103m) and
CA = 1005Jkg−1K−1 is the specific heat capacity of air. As
stated above, the excess heat content per area in the oceanic
mixed layer prior to an increased period of blocking,�HC , is
O(108Jm−2). This results in an upper bound on the amount
of moist PV generated by excess oceanic heat content of
O(1PVU). Approaching this calculation from both an air-
sea flux and a warm water transport anomaly perspective
(both with orders of magnitude of O(102Wm−2)) results
in the same generation of negative moist PV of O(1PVU).
Although this magnitude serves as an upper bound, Fig. 8(d)
from Vannière et al. (2016) demonstrated that the generation
of negative moist PV in the cold sector is on the order of
1 PVU per day due to THF, a value comparable to that for
moist PV.

Finally, considering the moist-adiabatic transport of this
boundary layer air mass to the upper troposphere, as illus-
trated in Fig. 8 label C, we can approximate the boundary
layer moist PV to the upper-level PV due to the absence
of moisture sources upon ascent, i.e., �Qe ≈ �QUpper .
Assuming conservation of mass along the WCBs, then the
ratio of oceanic contributions to atmospheric blocking can
be given by (see Appendix):

r =
(

�PBL

�PBlock

) (
ABL

ABlock

)(
�QBL

QBlock

)
, (3)
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where�P represents the pressure difference from the bottom
to the top of the volume considered, and A is the horizontal
area of that same volume. Since latent heating does not affect
moist PV, and therefore negative moist PV is primarily gen-
erated in the boundary layer, examining the white contours
in Fig. 4 suggests that approximately O(10%) of the total
boundary layer air mass over the North Atlantic is trans-
ported to the upper troposphere. This implies that the area
of air mass in the boundary layer that contributes to atmo-
spheric blocking is ABL ≈ O(106km2) which is the same
order of magnitude as the area of the block, ABlock . Given
that the thickness in the block, �PBlock , is 350hPa, and that
of the boundary layer, �PBL , is 50-100 hPa, and since the
negative anomalies generated in the boundary layer are of
the same order of magnitude as the negative PV anomalies
in the block O(1PVU), this suggests that oceanic pathways
contribute about r ≈ 50−100

350 × 1 × 1 ≈ 15% − 30%. This
value is remarkably similar to the observations of Yamamoto
et al. (2021).

4.3 Prediction

By far, the earliest precursor to increased atmospheric block-
ing over the North Atlantic, as revealed by our study, is the
heat transport through the Florida Straits. As shown in the
top panel of Fig. 6, the heat transport in JAS (ASO) exhibits
a significant correlation with the atmospheric blocking area
in DJF (JFM) with a coefficient of 0.57 (0.76 not shown).
While the anomalous heat transport shows some dependence
on atmospheric forcing via Ekman transport, Hirschi et al.
(2019) demonstrated that the volume transport, and conse-
quently the heat transport, through the Florida Straits can
primarily be explained by variations in the length of the Loop
Current in the Gulf of Mexico. When a vortex is shed by this
current into the Gulf of Mexico, the volume of the Loop Cur-
rent contracts, leading to an increased heat transport through
the Florida Straits into the North Atlantic. Astonishingly,
this vortex shedding in the Loop Current closely mirrors
the wave-breaking process that occurs in the jet stream, ulti-
mately forming atmospheric blocks.

It is important to emphasise that we are not advocating that
this process creates a block, rather that it biases the statistics.
To draw an analogy, if the occurrence of atmospheric blocks
were akin to rolling a dice, oceanic preconditioning effec-
tively changes the dice to a weighted one. Given the high
correlation values, this underscores the significance of the
Florida Straits heat transport, and possibly the Loop Current,
as a source of predictive skill for atmospheric blocking.

5 Conclusion

In this study, atmospheric and oceanic variables were anal-
ysed preceding, during and succeeding blocking events using

ERA5 (1979-2020), ARGO (2004-2018) and RAPID (2004-
2018) data sets. It was shown that:

• Blocking presence over the North Atlantic is linked to
increased oceanic heat transport through the Straits of
Florida severalmonths prior, followedby an anomalously
high oceanic heat content along the Gulf Stream and
its extension, and finally with near simultaneous air-sea
interactions over the same region.

• The turbulent heat flux over theGulf Streamand its exten-
sion strongly correlates with the PV in the atmospheric
boundary layer over the same region. This diabatic pro-
cess is a major contributor to the generation of negative
PV air mass in the boundary layer.

• Negative PV air masses were observed to be transported
from the atmospheric boundary layer along the warm
conveyor belt of a cyclone to the upper troposphere,
where it was found to contribute to the negative PV
anomaly of an atmospheric block.

• Air masses with negative PV were observed throughout
the troposphere, with the majority of the negative PV
present in the boundary layer, followed by 300hPa, and
finally the middle troposphere. The reduction in negative
PV frequency in the middle troposphere indicates the
effects of diabatic processes along the warm conveyor
belt. These were not observed when examining negative
moist PV frequency.

• We hypothesize that when a block is formed over
the North Atlantic, it can feedback positively on itself
through the advection of cold dry air over the Gulf
Stream, resulting in continued high turbulent heat flux,
which maintains the block.

• We further hypothesize that the continued high turbulent
heat flux eventually removes the surplus heat from the
ocean, which leads to the decay of this air-sea interaction.
This severs the atmospheric block from its maintenance
pathway, resulting in a negative feedback effect. This sug-
gests that the block’s duration is determined, in part, by
the surplus heat in the ocean prior to the block.

• Observations suggest a predictive skill in wintertime
blocking area arising from the previous summer heat
transport by the ocean across the Florida Straits (cor-
relations of 0.6 and higher depending on the period of
interest).

It is important to emphasize that, traditionally, atmo-
spheric blocking has been understood within the context
of dry and adiabatic quasi-geostrophic dynamics (Shutts
1983). In this view, the ocean’s role is limited to intro-
ducing only perturbations to this dynamics, which is not
inconsistent with our results. Nevertheless, in many stud-
ies of this type, Marshall and Molteni (1993) for example,
there is an assumed underlying structure of the dynamics,
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which our study suggests could be attributed to air-sea inter-
actions and could also lend more credence to the view that
North Atlantic blocking reflects a fundamentally coupled
phenomenon between ocean and atmosphere. Preliminary
results from a simple dynamical system model, similar to
the work of Palmer (1993), indicate that the different time
scales between the atmosphere and the ocean can generate
this intrinsic chaotic behaviour of the coupled system. Ulti-
mately, numerical experimentswith high-end climatemodels
are is required to thoroughly test this intriguing newparadigm
for atmospheric blocking in the North Atlantic.

Appendix A: Diabatic moist PV generation

The diabatic change in moist potential vorticity is given by:

DQe

Dt
= f + ζz

ρ

∂θ̇e

∂z
+ �ζH . �∇H θ̇e

ρ
, (A1)

where Qe is moist potential vorticity, �ζ is the absolute vortic-
ity, θe is the equivalent potential temperature, ρ is the density
and z and H indicate the vertical and horizontal components.
For air-sea interactions, the first term accounts for the flux
from the ocean to the atmosphere while the second term
describes the interaction of frontal structures (large horizon-
tal temperature gradients). Average values of ζz in the cold
sector of cyclones are O(10−5s−1) and therefore, this term
will be ignored due to its small effect relative to the Coriolis
parameter. For the purpose of this paper, only the first term
on the right hand side of Eq. A1 will be investigated, i.e.:

DQe

Dt
≈ f

ρ

∂θ̇e

∂z
. (A2)

The above equation is written in a Lagrangian framework,
and therefore the time scales, Dt , considered is the time that
an atmospheric particle travels over theWBC,�tA. This also
implies that the volume being considered is that which is
affected by the oceanic heat flux, i.e. the atmospheric bound-
ary layer of height hBL , with moist PV Qe. In order to link
this equation with the observables above, the atmospheric
heating in the boundary layer must be introduced. This is
given by:

Fs =
∫ hBL

0
CAρBL θ̇e(z)dz,

= hBLCAρBL θ̇e,

(A3)

where Fs is the turbulent and radiative heat flux from the
ocean to the atmosphere, ρBL is the density of the boundary
layer (assumed constant), CA is the specific heat capacity of
air and the bar indicates the average throughout the boundary

layer. Making use of Cauchy’s mean value theorem between
the ocean surface and the top of the atmospheric boundary
layer gives the following relation:

θ̇e =
∂θ̇e
∂z

∂2 θ̇e
∂z2

∣∣∣∣
z=c

∂θ̇e

∂z
, (A4)

where c is some height between the sea surface and the top
of the atmospheric boundary layer. Applying an orders of
magnitude argument to the term evaluated at z = c in Eq. A4
results in:

θ̇e ≈ −hBL
∂θ̇e

∂z
. (A5)

Theminus sign is included as the average heating through-
out the boundary layer is assumed to be positive and decay
with height. Now inserting this relation into Eq. A3 results
in:

∂θ̇e

∂z
= − Fs

CAρBLh2BL
. (A6)

The surface heat flux Fs is sustained by an anomalous
ocean heat transport convergence:

Fs = �HT . (A7)

The latter is what is building up the change in ocean heat
content over a timescale �tO :

�HT = �HC

�tO
. (A8)

Approximating thematerial derivative inEq.A2byoverall
change, i.e.:

DQe

Dt
≈ �Qe

�tA

≈ f

ρBL

∂θ̇e

∂z
,

(A9)

and combining Eqs. A6, A7 and A8 results in:

�Qe = − f

(
�tA
�tO

)
�HC

CA(ρBLhBL)2
. (A10)

We see from this equation that a positive heat content build
up relates to the generation of negative moist PV anomalies
in the boundary layer. Making use of the hydrostatic balance
(gρBLhBL = �PBL) and relating the change in heat content
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of the ocean to the change in potential temperature (�HC =
COρOhML�θO ) results in:

�Qe = − f g�θO

�PBL

(
�tA
�tO

) (
COρOhML

CAρBLhBL

)
, (A11)

where hML is the mixed layer thickness of the ocean and
�PBL is the pressure difference from the bottom to the top of
the boundary layer. Notably, the generation of negative moist
PV has dependence on latitude through the Coriolis parame-
ter, and on the height of the atmospheric boundary layer, with
higher latitudes and shallower atmospheric boundary lay-
ers generating more negative moist PV for the same change
in heat content, �HC . Moreover, a deeper oceanic mixed
layer has larger thermal inertia and therefore generates more
negative moist PV in the boundary layer. The ratio of the
atmospheric to the oceanic timescales also determines the
strength of this interaction, with faster airflow at low level
reducing the efficiency of the negative moist PV generation.
Additionally, a slowbuild up of oceanic heat content anomaly
also reduces the efficiency of negative moist PV generation.

Considering the moist-adiabatic transport of this lower-
level air mass to the upper levels of the atmospheric block,
we assume that the boundary layermoist PV is approximately
equal to the upper-level PV due to the absence of moisture
sources and that mass is conserved along the ascent. Finally,
armed with the knowledge of how much boundary layer air
mass is transported to the upper troposphere and considering
the negative moist PV anomalies generated by the diabatic
processes in the boundary layer, we can now estimate the
ratio, denoted as r , of the mass integrated PV in the block
(ρBlockVBlock QBlock) to that in the boundary layer, namely:

r = ρBLVBL�Qe

ρBlockVBlock QBlock

= �PBL ABL�Qe

�PBlock ABlock QBlock
.

(A12)
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